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Setting the stage about performance evaluation
• Differences between internal and external evaluations
• A framework for various definitions of performance
Evaluating the efficiency of public and regulated organizations
• Non-parametric vs parametric methods
• Measuring efficiency variation over time
Measuring efficiency of public administrations and regulated
organizations – some concerns
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Setting the stage (i)
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A key distinction (purposes and tools) for the assessment of an
organization’s performance

• Performance (control) management

•

the use of performance information for verifying whether the
organization is pursuing its planned objectives
• Target: the manager of the organization
Performance evaluation
How the activities and results are in line with system-level
objectives and policy priorities
• Target: policy-maker(s)
Agasisti, 2019

Setting the stage (ii)
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While considering both aspects, the focus of this lecture is on
performance evaluation
Common methodological problems
• Setting clear indicators for performance
• Measures reflect desired objectives
• Defining reasonable targets
• Challenging – but reachable
• Assessing the organization’s specific effect
• Causality (not just correlations)
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A framework for various definitions of performance (i)
Economy
(Resource
measures)
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A framework for various definitions of performance (ii)
Other kinds of performance measures:
• Output measures
• Efficiency and productivity measures
• Service Quality measures
• Outcome measures
• Cost-effectiveness measures
• Customer satisfaction measures
• System productivity measures
• Resources measures
• Workload measures
• External and other environmental measures
• Needs indicators
Agasisti, 2019
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A framework for various definitions of performance (iii)
More in-depth
Which differences between output(s) and outcome(s)?
• Outputs represent what a program actually does and what it
produces directly; outcomes are the results it generates
(Poister et al., 2015).
• Which focus for (operations) managers and top managers?
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Desirable characteristics of performance measures
Among others, two key features

• Reliability
•

How the measures are precise and objectives
– (for instance: consistency over time; the same instrument is used for
collection; same source of data, etc.)

• Validity
•

How the measures are appropriate
– relevance for the desired output

Agasisti, 2019
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Common measurement problems (i)
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Before jumping into the use of data for specific performance
evaluation (specifically, efficiency) ➜ raise the awareness of
common problems when collecting and interpreting data itself

• Non-comparability of data
•

(decentralized) process for entering data in a system; data collection
procedures; benchmarking exercises conducted at central level

• Tenuous proximate measures
•

When direct performance is not observed; check correlation with real
output (or outcome)
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Common measurement problems (ii)
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• Under-reporting or over-reporting
•

For several reasons, the variable of interest (input or output) is
reported in a way that is NOT actually representing the real volume

• Poor instrument design
•

Especially, in the context of data collected through surveys or
administrative modules, when technical or conceptual biases are
(often involuntary) included

• Observer bias
•

When the observer who is collecting the data super-impose her point
of view over the phenomenon under scrutiny
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Common measurement problems (iii)
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• Instrument decay
•

Tracking performance over time; stability of procedures adopted for
data collection

• Reactive measurement
•
•

People involved in the process being measured are aware that their
behaviour will affect the measurement; for instance, Goodhart’s law
An extreme case: cheating

• Non-response bias
•

Are missing data “random”? – or, patterns in it?
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Common measurement problems (iv)
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Why the focus on the characteristics of ‘ideal’ data?

• A time consuming activity that requires the effort of

conscious analysts and assistants
• The concept of “preparing datasets” and the role of Information
Systems

• Evaluating performance is not only a technical task – i.e. it is
not sufficient to “shuffle” the data
• Assessing whether our data are good enough to be used for real,
practical performance evaluation
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Measuring efficiency (i)
Main topics

• The concept(s) of efficiency
• Measuring efficiency: frontier methods
•

Data Envelopment Analysis vs Stochastic Frontier Analysis

Agasisti, 2019
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Measuring efficiency (ii)
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The concept(s) of efficiency
The seminal work by MJ Farrell
• Farrell, M. J. (1957). The
measurement of productive
efficiency. Journal of the Royal
Statistical Society. Series A
(General), 120(3), 253-290.

The Measurement of Productive Efficiency
Author(s): M. J. Farrell
Source: Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series A (General), Vol. 120, No. 3 (1957), pp.
253-290
Published by: Blackwell Publishing for the Royal Statistical Society
Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/2343100 .
Accessed: 04/10/2011 03:23
Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of the Terms & Conditions of Use, available at .
http://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/terms.jsp
JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of
content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms
of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org.

Blackwell Publishing and Royal Statistical Society are collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve and
extend access to Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series A (General).

http://www.jstor.org
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Measuring efficiency (iii)
The concept(s) of efficiency
(1) Technical efficiency:
• the ability of producing a given amount of output with the
minimum amount of input(s) [input orientation]
• The ability of maximizing the amount of output, given the
available amount of inputs available [output orientation]

Agasisti, 2019
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Measuring efficiency (iv)
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The concept(s) of efficiency
(2) Allocative efficiency
• The ability of choosing the cheapest combination of inputs
(given their relative prices), for producing a given amount of
output
(3) Overall (total economic) efficiency
• the best combination of inputs that can be used for producing
a technically efficient amount of outputs
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Measuring efficiency (v)
The concepts of efficiency
Let us consider the following setting:
• The production is characterized by using two inputs (x1 and
x2) for producing one output y
• Isoquant of production: ss’
• Budget constraint: zz’
• B is an organization (school, local police office, water
distributor) that produces a given amount of output
inefficiently (i.e. using too much inputs)

Agasisti, 2019
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x2/y

Measuring efficiency (vi)
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The concept(s) of efficiency
Alternative (complementary) definitions
• Spending efficiency: analogous to the concept of technical
efficiency, but using expenditures as inputs instead of physical
units
• Scale efficiency: restrict the comparison to the efficiency of
organizations with similar levels of inputs
• See later a graphical representation
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Measuring efficiency (vii)
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The idea of frontier methods
When empirically estimating efficiency, we can use the information
about inputs used (and outputs produced) by the observed units to
infer the optimal (not average) function of production
• Efficient units are those that are producing the maximum
amount of output(s), given the available input(s) [output
orientation] / or that are producing the given amount of
output(s) with the minimum level of input(s) [input
orientation]

Agasisti, 2019

y (output)

Frontier estimation
(“best” – i.e. efficient - relationship)

Degree of inefficiency

OLS estimation
(average
relationship)

Let us consider a graph with various units
producing one output (Y) using one input (X),
and we want to estimate the model of the
production process (i.e. the relationship
between input and output)

0
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X (input)

Measuring efficiency (viii)
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Frontier methods

• Non-parametric models: data are used to identify the “bestin-class” organizations to benchmark the others against
• Data Envelopment Analysis

• Parametric models: a functional form is assumed to regulate

the relationship between inputs and outputs, on the basis of
the economic theory
• Stochastic Frontier Analysis

Agasisti, 2019
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Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
Building the frontier of efficient units (A, B, C and D)
through a linear programming technique
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y2/x

Measuring efficiency – DEA (i)
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Data Envelopment Analysis
In formal terms:
• We first define technical efficiency of each i-th institution
(effi) as follows, considering yo outputs [with o=(1,…s)] and xj
inputs [j=(1,…,m)], and wo and vj the weights for the o
outputs and j inputs, respectively:
∑)&'( *& +&#
!""# = ∑,'( ., /,#
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Measuring efficiency – DEA (ii)
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DEA in formal terms (follows):

• DEA efficiency score of each i-unit is the one that maximize

the unit’s itself efficiency score, by combining the weights in
the optimal way:
∑(%&' )% *%+
max ∑,&' ., /,+

•

The resulting efficiency score is the one that sheds the best possible
light on the i-th institution’s performance
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Measuring efficiency – DEA (iii)
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DEA in formal terms (follows)

• For obtaining the efficiency scores, the fractional problem

illustrated in the equation above is transformed in the dual
one, and then solved with linear programming
max ∅%
-

∅% &'% − ) .* &'*

-

/ = 1, … 4

*+,

) .* = 1
*+,

-

56% − ) .* 56*

7 = 1, … , 8

*+,
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.* ≥ 0

∀< = 1, … , =

Measuring efficiency – DEA (iv)
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DEA in formal terms (follows)

• The efficiency score of the i-th unit is TE (technical efficiency)
and is constrained to be, mathematically, in the range [0;1]
!" = 1⁄∅'

• Technical reference for DEA
•

Cooper, W. W., Seiford, L. M., & Tone, K. (2006). Introduction to data
envelopment analysis and its uses: with DEA-solver software and
references. Springer Science & Business Media.
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Measuring efficiency – DEA (v)
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A graphical illustration of Scale Efficiency
Constant returns
to scale (CRS)

Output (Y)

B’
A
B

Variable returns to
scale (VRS)

Input (X)

o
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• A is technically efficient
and a scale efficient DMU
• B is a technically efficient
DMU only under VRS
assumptions
(scale efficiency: oB/oB’)

Measuring efficiency – SFA (i)
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Assumptions about the relationship between input(s) and outputs
• The idea of functional form(s)
• Linear form:

•
•

!" = $% + $' ('" + $) ()" + *"
Quadratic form:
)
)
!" = $% + $' ('" + $) ()" + $+ ('"
+ $, ()"
+ $+ ('" ()" + *"
Translog form:
'
'
)
)
ln !" = $% + $' ln ('" + $) ln ()" + $+ ln ('"
+ $, ln ()"
+
)
)
$+ ln ('" ()" + *"
– Cobb-Douglas: /0(!" ) = $% + $' ln(('" ) + $) ln(()" ) + *"
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Measuring efficiency – SFA (ii)
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The decomposition of error to investigate efficiency
!" = $" − &"

• $" is the idiosyncratic error, distributed as random noise
• &" is the one-sided efficiency term, (usually) assumed to be

half-normal or exponential
• Trough this element we compute technical efficiency, constrained to
be between 0 and 1.

• $" and &" are independently distributed
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Measuring efficiency – DEA vs SFA
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Which are the relative advantages/disadvantages of the two
(groups of) methods?
Data Envelopment Analysis

Stochastic frontier analysis

(+) No necessity to make assumptions
on the form of the production function
(knowledge of it?) - flexibility

(-) using one output at a time (but, the
use of distance frontiers can reduce this
problem, see a discussion in Coelli &
Perelman, 2000)

(-) Prevent statistical inference on
efficiency scores

(+) statistical analysis of parameters and
efficiency scores

(+) Handle multiple inputs and outputs

Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – managerial use
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Which (managerial, policy, etc.) uses for the information about the
efficiency of the various units?
• Allocating resources within a sector (i.e. sector-level
incentives) or within a department/unit
• Identifying best practices (benchmarking)
• Defining the targets to be achieved by each unit
(comparatively)
• Monitoring change in efficiency over time
• Identifying those units worthy of reward for good
performance
• Planning of positioning and investment strategies
Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – a reading (i)
A reading from the LSE Blog (30’, including discussion)
‘Frontier methods’ offer a powerful but accessible approach for
measuring efficiency of public sector organisations
blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2014/11/27/frontier-methods-public-sector-efficiency-measurement/

How can the efficiency of public sector organisations best be measured? Jesse Stroobants and Geert
Bouckaert write that while the efficiency of an organisation is typically measured using performance
indicators, there are some notable problems with this approach, such as the tendency for different
indicators to produce conflicting conclusions on organisational performance. As an alternative, they
outline so called ‘frontier methods’, which use direct comparisons between different organisations to
create a benchmark or standard for performance.
This post originally appeared on our sister blog EUROPP.
In the current climate of budgetary constraints on the one hand and increasing demands for public
services on the other hand, leaders at all levels of government are compelled to seek better ways of
managing performance. Solid performance measurement, accurate performance assessment and the
use of benchmarking therefore provide useful tools for analysing, interpreting, evaluating and
comparing the performance of public sector entities (and their service delivery). The outcomes of using these
instruments are not only meaningful for government organisations themselves, but are also of relevance for central
government (e.g. as a basis for adjusting policy making) and for accountability towards third parties, such as
citizens and communities.
Going further than a simple indicator

Agasisti, 2019

Performance measurement and the benchmarking of public sector organisations are usually done using a set of
indicators, especially when carried out by practitioners and decision-makers in the policy arena. There are many
reasons to recommend the use of performance indicators. They focus on specific aspects of performance (e.g. on
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Measuring efficiency – a reading (ii)
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Commentary

• The background of authors: Public Administration
•
•

Not the technical analysts!
The necessity of “offering to both academics and practitioners a basic
grounding in more advanced efficiency measurement techniques” ➜
practical use in policy making!

• Policy point: solving potential trade-offs between conflicting
or incongruent objectives

Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – a reading (iii)
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Commentary

• Ingredients for the efficiency analysis
•
•
•

Good quality data
Comparable entities (“i.e. they produce the same kinds of outputs, by
using the same types of inputs or activities”)
Software (laboratory of analysis)

• Differences between DEA and FDH

Agasisti, 2019

Output

D

DEA
(Data Envelopment
Analysis )

- Only existing units

Efficiency evaluation

- Convexity assumption

A

FDH
(Free Disposal Hull)

B
C
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• A and D are efficient units
under any assumption
• B is efficient under FDH
assumption, but not under
DEA one
• C is inefficient under both
assumptions, but the degree
of inefficiency is different
and dependent upon the
frontier
38
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Measuring efficiency – a reading (iv)
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What’s the point?

• (…) a natural question would be how this type of analysis can

be used to help improving the performance of a public sector
organization

•
•

Entities that are found to be fully efficient can evaluate if their
efficiency is sustainable over longer time periods
Entities that are found to be inefficient can identify from which
counterparts (‘best practices’ in the field) they can learn

Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency variation over time (i)
The (relative) efficiency of an organization can vary over time,
subject to two dynamic effects:

• A change in efficiency of operations (ability of transforming
•

inputs into outputs) ➜ specific of each unit
• “pure” efficiency change
A change in the “sector-wide” production technology ➜
common to all the organizations in an industry
• Frontier shift (technological shift)

Agasisti, 2019
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x2/y

Measuring efficiency variation over time (ii)
For evaluating productivity change:
• Period 1 or period 2 can be taken as reference

•

When using period 1, the performance of the unit in the period 2 is
estimated with respect to frontier in period 1: B2/B2e1 and then
compared with the performance of the unit in the period 1 when
estimated to the frontier in period 1: B1/B1e1

•

When using period 2, the performance of the unit in the period 2 is
estimated with respect to frontier in period 2: B2/B2e2 and then
compared with the performance of the unit in period 1 when
estimated to the frontier in period 2: B1/B1e2

Agasisti, 2019
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Measuring efficiency variation over time (iii)
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Combining the two methods, we can obtain a specification of the
Malmquist input-oriented productivity change index, that is the
geometric mean of the two indexes (which refer to the two time
periods), so that:
"#⁄"#$# "#⁄"#$%
"%⁄"%$% "#⁄"#$#

%
"%⁄"%$% #

"%⁄"%$#

• The first part of the equation is (pure) technical efficiency
•

change (<1 if technical efficiency improved)
The second part of the equation is technological change (<1 if
the effect of technological change is positive)
Agasisti, 2019
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firm P which produces two outputs, y1 and y2, from a given level of input
x, over two time periods: a base period, q, and an end period, t. In Figure
16.5, PPC q and PPC t refer to the production possibility curves for
(iv)firm P’s
The
index
can
be
rewritten
industry in the two time periods respectively. Clearly, improvements in pro- as
duction technology have occurred (since PPC t is outside PPC q) in a nonneutral way (since the shift in production possibility curves is skewed
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Measuring efficiency variation over time
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!
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O
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Measuring efficiency – some concerns (i)
A mandatory reading about the main concerns of evaluating
efficiency for public organizations:

•

Smith, P. C., & Street, A. (2005). Measuring the efficiency of public
services: the limits of analysis. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society:
Series A (Statistics in Society), 168(2), 401-417.

Agasisti, 2019
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Measuring efficiency – some concerns (ii)
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Introduction

• A policy-related topic: “(…) unusually for such complex

analytic technology, the methods are increasingly being
considered by regulators as a tool for influencing the real
economic behaviour of public service organizations” (p. 168)
• Not only academic speculation ➜ use in the real word
• The assumption about the power of incentives (organizations react to
performance evaluation)

Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – some concerns (iii)
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Introduction

• The concept of “organizational efficiency”
•
•

Used in the same sense of cost-effectiveness or value for money
Ratio of outputs to inputs (the latter, costs/money)

• The choice between single performance indicators and global
measures of efficiency ➜ why preferring Global Measures?
• Offer to managers the freedom to set their own priorities
• Facilitate the publication of league tables or rankings (accountability)

Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – some concerns (iv)
Areas of controversy
• See research questions, p. 402
Controversy

Notes

Output weights

How should trade-offs between competing
objectives be considered?

Model construction

How accurately is it possible to model the
underlying production process?

Exogenous factors

What environmental factors should be taken into
account when comparing performance?

Dynamic effects

To what extent are past inheritances and
investments in the future relevant to the
assessment of current performance?

Agasisti, 2019
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Measuring efficiency – some concerns (v)
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Output weights
“The set of weights (…) ought to reflect societal values” (p. 408)
• Policy makers: should they define objectives for various
organizations?
• And, should they attach weights to the various objectives?
• Uniform objectives and weights across organizations?
In the models that we studies, the weights are mechanically derived
from the method itself
• Judgment about efficiency depends upon the weights

Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – some concerns (vi)

While the organizations A
and B are inefficient, the
three organizations C, D
and E are equally efficient
... unless the order of
weights is pre-defined

50

y1
C
D
A

B
E

y2
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Measuring efficiency – some concerns (vii)
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Model construction
Which is the main research question that we want to address?
• Policy perspective (the efficiency of the sector ‘as a whole’) vs
managerial perspective (the efficiency of a single, specific
organization)
Knowledge of factors affecting output production
• If there is heterogeneity in efficiency, the inability to detect it
arises because some of the explanatory variables are
correlated with efficiency
• (input, output or environmental factor?)
Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – some concerns (viii)
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The concept of “true” efficiency
• The chosen inputs and outputs actually reflect the underlying
production process
Sensitivity analyses
• How efficiency scores vary when selecting different inputs
and outputs?
• Estimating confidence intervals (for considering random
errors in estimation)

Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – some concerns (ix)
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Exogenous factors
The (estimation of) efficiency of an organization can be affected by
several factors
Different organizational priorities

Environmental factors

• Characteristics of citizens being
served
• External environment (geography,
climate and culture)
• Activities of other
agencies/organizations
• Quality of resources being used
Agasisti, 2019

Other external factors

• Different accounting treatments
• Errors in data
• Random fluctuation

Measuring efficiency – some concerns (x)
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The policy perspective: why considering the exogenous factors
when estimating the efficiency of organizations?
• “(…) external circumstances make the achievement of a given
level of attainment more difficult”
• Leveling the playing field
• The concept of “environmental harshness”
Methodologically, there is not agreement about the best way to
incorporate the effect of external circumstances on estimates of
efficiency
• Policy: the incorporation in the formula funding
Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – some concerns (xi)
When estimating efficiency, some variables can be interpreted as
environmental effects (to be excluded) as well as policy/efficiency
effects (to be included)
There is not scientific guidance for this judgment
• The role of profoundly knowing the sector

Agasisti, 2019
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Measuring efficiency – some concerns (xii)
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Dynamic effects
The production of public and regulated services are cumulative
processes (i.e. production at time t is influenced by that at time t-1,
and will influence that at time t+1)
• Presence of networks/infrastructures, human capital of
producers and users, etc.
• The risks associated with cross-sectional analyses of efficiency
that do not consider the inherited endowment of previous
actions

Agasisti, 2019

Measuring efficiency – some concerns (xiii)
What about measuring the quality of the
output?
• Differences in inputs’ quality
• Differences in processes’ standard and
quality

Agasisti, 2019
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Measuring efficiency – some concerns (xiv)
Authors’ recommendations
(1) Careful attention to purpose of the analysis and use
of results
(2) Analysts to develop a realistic and theoretically
cogent model of production

•

“In our view, policy makers cannot delegate judgments on
organizational efficiency purely to the technical domain, and they
cannot rely solely on productivity models as a basis for making
judgments about organizational efficiency

Agasisti, 2019
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